Understanding and challenging the barriers to
recruitment and retention of disabled people in
STEMM
Careers
event at SEN
schools

Visual
impairment

“Word
of mouth”
not reaching
disabled
people

Step 1:
Find the
Job Advert

Career
liaisons

Digital access
required

Distribute
to disability
groups

Evenbreak
Pan-disability
appropriate

Complex
layout and
language

Widgit, Makaton,
pictorial, Braille and
audio-described
adverts

Jargon

Step 2:
Understand the
Job Advert
Check with
advocacy
groups

Metaphorical
vs literal

Simple and
direct advert

Vocational
coordinators

Up Goer 5

Little
flexibility

Vague,
non-direct
questions

Open to
bypassing long
forms and submit
pre-prepared
CV/letter

Step 3:
Applying for
the Job

Declare
your
‘needs’

Structured,
direct
questions

Writing frame
in answerboxes
Allow pen profiles
written by support
assistant alongside
application
Pre-interview
pack containing
pictures, videos,
order breakdown,
interviewee details
Opportunity to
visit venue
Fear of the
unknown

Opportunity
to meet
interviewees

Step 4:
Prepare for the
Interview

Opportunity
to re-order
interview

No plan

Uncontrolled
variables

Offer a
scribe

Opportunity
to bring
someone with
you

Transport
and getting
there

Variety of
technology
options

Opportunity
for Skype
interview

New
environment

Timeline
given in
advance

Writing task

Step 5:
Attending the
Interview

New
people
What if
interview falls
on a bad day
- triggers and
stress?

Mock
interviews
offered

Lighting in the
room

Choice to
stand or sit
Everyday
tools
encouraged to
be brought into
interview

Timing
Eye
contact

Breaks
offered

Regular
contact before
start date

Phased
start

Liaison officer
to assist with
paper-work of a new
starter (PAYE, time
sheets, registration
documents)

Time taken to
process new
job

Step 6:
Entering and settling
into a new work
environment

Accessible
handbook

Be
aware of
over-working
to complete
task

Overwhelming
nature of new
information

Time
scale
of work
deadlines

Buddy
system

Specify
work
deadlines
clearly

Crossdepartment
support, does
anyone have
experience in
disability support?

Provide
timelines for
day structure

Feeling like
you don’t fit
in

Flexible work
patterns

Standing
desk/
adaptable work
environments

Understanding
social cues

Communicating
with colleagues

Step 7:
Working (ongoing)

Task cards
and regular
check ins

Meeting
expectations such
as communication
and timing

Social
groups

Buddy/
support
system
Staff
photo
boards

Regular
feedback
opportunities
(anonymous
options)

SCIENCE FOR ALL
Lightyear Foundation works to make science education more accessible for children in
the UK, so that more children have the opportunity to explore, get excited by, and gain a
deeper understanding of science. We help to break down the barriers to STEM (Science,
Technology,Engineering and Maths) participation for disabled children, at the same time
using science to help them to deal with specific challenges and development issues.

